Vehicle group situation is the status and situation of dynamic permutation which is composed of target vehicle and neighboring traffic entities. It is a concept which is frequently involved in the research of traffic flow theory, especially the active vehicle security. Studying vehicle group situation in depth is of great significance for traffic safety. Three-lane condition was taken as an example; the characteristics of target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles were synthetically considered to restructure the vehicle group situation in this paper. The Gamma distribution theory was used to identify the vehicle group situation when target vehicle arrived at the end of the study area. From the perspective of driver-vehicle feature evolution, the reverse reconstruction method of vehicle group situation in the urban road network was proposed. Results of actual driving, virtual driving, and simulation experiments showed that the model established in this paper was reasonable and feasible.
Introduction
The vehicle group situation which is composed of the dynamic traffic entities is the core content of traffic situation [1] . Studying the reduction method of vehicle group situation accurately is of great significance for the research on traffic flow theory and active vehicle security. The assessment and prediction of traffic situation was considered in most of previous studies. Käfer et al. [2] studied the recognition of situations involving two vehicles at intersections. The motion trajectories of the two vehicles were estimated ahead of 2-4 seconds based on a motion database, and the predicted trajectories were used to identify and predict traffic situation. The GPS data obtained from actual driving experiments was used to verify the model and the result showed that the method could recognize the situation correctly within 1.5-3 seconds before the vehicle reached the center of intersection. Meyer-Delius et al. [3] proposed a probabilistic approach to simulate and recognize traffic situation. The traffic situation was defined as a series of states that have practical significance, and Hidden Markov Model was used to obtain the probability distribution and the evolution law of traffic situation for typical traffic scenes. The behavior characteristics of drivers in complex and varied driving scenes were not fully considered and the systematic research on vehicle group situation was deficient in previous studies. The vehicle group situation in the two-lane case was divided and simplified by Zhang et al. [4] according to the spatial distribution of the target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles. The simplified vehicle group situation included eight states. On this basis, Wang et al. did many further studies; the division and simplification method of vehicle group situation in the three-lane case was studied. However, only the location distribution of vehicles was considered in the processes of division and simplification for vehicle group situation mentioned above, and the effects of the following vehicle, vehicle type, and driver characteristics, such as driving propensity, were ignored. Wang et al. considered the characteristics of vehicle type, speed, and location in the interest-sensitive area to build the mathematical expression of vehicle group 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering situation. However, the impact of the driver characteristics on the vehicle group situation was not considered.
The appearance and development of GPS provided a new method for data acquisition in many fields. Meanwhile, the problems especially the issue of privacy disclosure are obviously increasing with the pervasive application of GPS. The cases of being deceived, property damage, and even casualties occurred repeatedly due to the privacy disclosure of position and trajectory. Hence privacy protection has become the focus of the whole society. Many scholars in the field of transportation engineering have attached great importance to the research on privacy protection constantly. Sun and Ban [5] proposed a method to reconstruct the vehicle trajectories for signalized intersections based on short-term trajectories of sample vehicle obtained from mobile traffic sensors. The previous studies focused on the knowledge extraction of city-scale traffic; the knowledge extraction of the fine-grained urban traffic was ignored. On this basis, Ban and Gruteser [6] summarized and analyzed the knowledge extraction of fine-grained urban traffic. The traffic modeling technology and privacy protection algorithm based on code signing were combined to extract the knowledge of finegrained urban traffic, and the performance of traffic signal control system was evaluated. Researchers pointed out that the privacy protection in intersection of urban road has been studied, and the privacy protection model for arterial roads (including some intersections) and arterial network would be the study emphasis in further research. The privacy protection technologies adapted to different cities should be developed.
At present, the combination of privacy protection and traffic application was rarely considered in the field of transportation engineering. Due to the low penetration rate of GPS and the growing awareness of privacy protection, it is difficult for researchers to collect the driving information of all vehicles. In addition, it would be difficult to process a large amount of data even if the driving information of all vehicles could be obtained. Therefore, studying the related issues with less information is of great significance; it benefits the privacy protection and solving traffic problems. In view of this, the three-lane scene was taken as an example, and the reduction method of vehicle group situation under the premise of the driver's privacy protection was studied in depth in this paper. The type, relative distance, and relative speed of the vehicles in the interest-sensitive area (including target vehicle) and the driver's propensity of target vehicle were used to divide vehicle group situation. And the reverse deduction method of vehicle group situation in urban road network using trajectory data of target vehicle was established based on the evolution of driver-vehicle feature. Finally, the experiments of actual driving, virtual driving, and simulation were designed to verify the method. Validation results showed that the proposed method could achieve the accuracy rate of 79% when penetration rate was 20%. Under the premise of privacy protection for drivers, the research of reverse reconstruction method of vehicle group situation based on driver-vehicle feature evolution can not only improve the intelligent command system, but also lay a foundation for study and improvement of basic traffic flow model.
Related Work

Division of Vehicle Group Situation.
In three-lane scene, the front bumper of target vehicle was taken as the dividing line, and 3 types of the interest-sensitive area when the target vehicle was in the middle lane, left lane, and right lane were shown as in Figures 1(a) , 1(b), and 1(c). The type, relative distance, and relative speed of the vehicles in the interest-sensitive area (including target vehicle) and the driver's propensity of target vehicle were used to divide vehicle group situation. The concept of "force" in physics was used to describe the effect of vehicles in each subarea on the target vehicle. The set of "force" (divided into repulsion and attraction force) was used to abstractly represent the vehicle group situation where target vehicle located. The calculation method of force was referred to in literature [7] . The divided vehicle group situations were shown as Figure 2 , where 1 , 2 , . . . , 16 , respectively, represented 16 kinds of vehicle group situations in three-lane scene. The symbol "+" represented attraction, and "−" represented repulsion.
Recognition Method of Vehicle Group Situation Based on
Gamma Distribution. The time headway of vehicles reaching a cross section on the road can be described with Gamma distribution [8] [9] [10] . It is assumed that the time headway of vehicles arriving at the end of the road obeys the Gamma distribution in this paper. The probability density function of Gamma distribution was shown as follows:
In formula (1), was shape parameter, was scale parameter, and ∼ Γ( , ). The corresponding parameters and could be obtained according to the historical data. Then the optimum mode of time headway could be obtained [10] :
The location distribution of the target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles was shown in Figure 3 .
Recognition steps of vehicle group situation when the target vehicle located at the end of the study area are as follows:
(1) Obtain the arrival time at VTL1 and VTL2 of target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles in different subareas when the target vehicle located at VTL2. recognize the type and driver's propensity of target vehicle based on Bayesian decision tree dynamic recognition model [11] . 
Methodology
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [12] is a time series statistical analysis model which consists of a Markov chain and a general stochastic process. The Markov chain is used to describe the evolution of driver-vehicle feature and the general stochastic process is used to describe the statistical characteristics of the observed output value for vehicle group situation. The three-lane scene was taken as an example, and the reconstruction method of vehicle group situation was illustrated in this paper (shown as in Figure 4 ). The vehicle travel characteristic at the intersection was different from that on the road due to the traffic signal control. The transition laws of vehicle group situation were bound to be different when the vehicle ran in different areas. Therefore, the urban road network was divided into different areas with the dividing line based on a great deal of observation data. The transition laws of vehicle group situation in different areas were studied separately and the transition laws for the entire road network could be revealed ultimately.
In Figure 4 , dividing line 1 was set on the ordinary road section of the intersection upstream without the influence of traffic signal. Dividing line 2 was set at the entrance of widening section and dividing line 3 was set at the exit of widening section upstream of the intersection. which were represented by VTL1, VTL2, VTL3, VTL4, VTL5, and VTL6, respectively [13] .
Reconstruction Method of Vehicle Group Situation on the
Road Section. The road section between VTL1 (dividing line 5) and VTL2 (dividing line 6) in Figure 3 was taken as an example to illustrate the steps of vehicle group situation reconstruction:
(1) The travel time of experimental vehicle between dividing lines 5 and 6 was estimated according to the arrival time at VTL1 and VTL2. Then the vehicle group situation was recognized with Gamma distribution when the target vehicle located at dividing line 6.
(2) Assume that the transition of vehicle group situation and driver-vehicle feature had Markov property and the vehicle group situation at time was affected by the corresponding driver-vehicle feature. On account of the fact that the vehicle type was not changed when driving, only the driving propensity was changed; thus the driver-vehicle feature transition represented the evolution of driving propensity here. The influences of driver-vehicle feature on vehicle group situation at different times were shown in Figure 5 .
Hidden Markov Model was used to reveal the transition mechanism of vehicle group situation adapting to the timevarying characteristic of driver-vehicle feature in this paper. The HMM was represented by = ( , , , , ). The parameters were described as follows:
(1) The small car and its driver's propensity were taken as an example. Because the vehicle type did not change with the time, the set of driver-vehicle features (small car) was marked as = { 1 , 2 , 3 }. And the state of Markov chain at time was marked as .
(2) The set of vehicle group situation was denoted as = { 1 , 2 , . . . , 16 }. The state of vehicle group situation at time was marked as .
(3) The state probability distribution matrix of initial driver-vehicle feature was marked as = { 1 , 2 , 3 }. The probability of state when = 1 was represented by = ( 1 = ), = 1, 2, 3.
(4) The transition probability matrix of driver-vehicle feature was marked as = ( ) 3 × 3 ,
represented the probability that driver-vehicle feature changed from state at time to state at time + 1.
(5) The probability distribution matrix of vehicle group situation under the given driver-vehicle feature was The Baum-Welch estimation algorithm was used to select and optimize parameters for = ( , , , , ) [14, 15] .
Firstly, the forward variable ( ) and backward variable ( ) were given as follows:
The forward variable ( ) represented the probability when the driver-vehicle feature was at time and the observed vehicle group situation ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) was ( = 1, 2, . . . , ) at time ( = 1, 2, . . . , ), where
( 1 ) represented the probability when vehicle group situation sequence 1 = 1 and driver-vehicle feature was at the initial moment = 1.
The backward variable ( ) represented the probability that observed vehicle group situation ( = +1, +2, . . . , ) was ( = + 1, + 2, . . . , ) at time ( = + 1, + 2, . . . , ) when the driver-vehicle feature was at time . Set the initial value ( ) = 1, which represented the probability of the termination state of observed vehicle group situation sequence = at the time = when the driver-vehicle feature was , and that was a certain event.
The recurrence formula of ( ) and ( ) could be obtained (shown as (5)) according to the influences of drivervehicle feature on vehicle group situation at different times:
( ) was used to deduce the partial sequence 1 , 2 , . . . , of observation sequence 1 , 2 , . . . , . ( ) was used to deduce the other part of the sequence +1 , +2 , . . . , . Then the probability of the whole state sequence ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) could be obtained:
( ) and ( ) were used to optimize the model. And the variables ( , ) and ( ) were defined as ( 1 , . . . , , . . . , )
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Figure 6: Reconstruction process of vehicle group situation for going straight at the intersection.
where ( , ) represented the probability that the drivervehicle feature was at time and the driver-vehicle feature was at time + 1 when the given vehicle group situation sequence was 1 , 2 , . . . , : 
( ) represented the probability that the driver-vehicle feature was at time under the given vehicle group situation sequence 1 , 2 , . . . , .
The optimized transition probability formula of drivervehicle feature could be obtained according to the derived parameters, shown aŝ
The optimization algorithm for the probability distribution of vehicle group situation was as follows:
The optimization algorithm for the probability distribution of initial driver-vehicle feature waŝ
The transition probability of vehicle group situation from time − 1 to time was denoted as , ( , = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 16). The reverse transition probability matrix of vehicle group situation could be obtained according to the probability theory, where vehicle group situation was at time , and vehicle group situation was at time − 1. The reverse transition probability was denoted as , ( , = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 16). The derivation formula was shown as
, , = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 16.
In (12), ( ) represented the probability of vehicle group situation , = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 16.
According to the above method, the vehicle group situation of the dividing lines 2-1, 9-8, and 12-11 could be reconstructed.
Reconstruction Method of Vehicle Group Situation for
Going Straight. The number of straight-going lanes between dividing lines 5 and 4 was constant and the right-turning and left-turning vehicles had exclusive lanes; thus the impacts of the right-turning and left-turning vehicles on the vehicle which was going straight could be ignored. Therefore, the transition matrix construction method of vehicle group situation for the region between dividing lines 6 and 5 was also applicable to the section between dividing lines 5 and 4. Similarly, the vehicle group situation for going straight vehicles in the region between dividing lines 4 and 3 and 3 and 2 could be reconstructed. The reconstruction process of vehicle group situation for going straight at the intersection was shown as in Figure 6 .
Reconstruction Method of Vehicle Group Situation for Turning Right and Turning
Left. There were exclusive lanes in the region of the intersection for the right-turning and leftturning vehicles. For the convenience of study, the impacts of vehicles running in other directions on the right-turning and left-turning vehicles were ignored. The impacts of the rightturning and left-turning vehicles on the vehicle which was going straight were ignored. For left-turning vehicle between dividing lines 7 and 4, 4 and 3, and 3 and 2, the impacts from the right-turning and going straight vehicles were ignored and it could only run in the exclusive lane; thus the vehicle group situation was regarded as 12 . Similarly, the vehicle group situation for right-turning vehicles between dividing lines 10 and 4, 4 and 3, and 3 and 2 was regarded as 16 . The reconstruction of vehicle group situation for leftturning vehicles was taken as an example, and the reconstruction process of vehicle group situation was illustrated as in Figure 7 .
Reconstruction Method of Vehicle Group Situation for
Urban Road Network. Three-lane road network was composed of multiple regions, and one of the regions was shown as in Figure 3 (excepting the region between dividing lines 2 and 1). The vehicle group situation in the whole road network could be reconstructed according to the vehicle group situation transition information of each region. The reverse reconstruction process of vehicle group situation for urban road network was shown as in Figure 8 .
Experimental Design
Experimental Equipment.
The experimental data of vehicle driving was acquired in a city road environment through a dynamic driver-vehicle-environment information acquisition system (including BioHarness 3.0 portable physiological signal measurement instrument and SG299-GPS noncontact multifunction speedometer, as shown in Figure 9 ). In addition, many types of software were used in the experiment, such as PsyLAB software, SPSS19.0, and Corel Video Studio 10.0.
Experimental Content
(1) 50 drivers were organized to participate in a psychological questionnaire test, and the test method was referred to in literature [1, 4] . The driving propensities of 50 drivers could be obtained. Figure 10 were selected to conduct the experiments. The experimental routes included Huaguang Road-Nanjing Road-Liantong Road-Chongqing Road (marked as yellow line), Huaguang Road-Nanjing Road-Renminxi Road-Chongqing Road (marked as blue line), and Huaguang Road-Shiji Road-Road-Renminxi RoadChongqing Road (marked as red route). 50 drivers were organized to drive experimental vehicles equipped with the dynamic information acquisition system on the experimental routes circularly. Drivers could change lanes freely according to their habits and preferences. Multiple groups of experimental data were collected from each driver. The information of arrival time was recorded when the vehicle arrived at VTL (green marker line). The high-definition camera, laser ranging, and so forth were used to record all the information of target vehicle, environment (inside and outside), and driver behavior for the further study.
Experiment Location and Road Condition. Three experimental routes shown as in
Result and Discussion
Result.
The reconstruction of the vehicle group situation under different penetration rates was studied in this paper. Limited to the space, only the reconstruction with penetration rate of 20% was taken as an example. Partial experimental data of 30 drivers was selected as sample data. The transition probability matrix of vehicle group situation was obtained according to the proposed method. And then the vehicle group situation in the experimental area was reconstructed.
For the same type of vehicle, when a driver with different propensity drove the same type vehicle, the transition matrixes of the vehicle group situation were different. Similarly, for the same propensity, when a driver with the same propensity drove different type of vehicles, the transition matrixes of the vehicle group situation were different. Thus the effect of driver-vehicle feature evolution on the transition of vehicle group situation was complicated and multifarious. On account of the fact that vehicle type was not changed when driving, only the driving propensity was changed; thus the driver-vehicle feature transition represented the evolution of driving propensity for one piece of trajectory data. The transition of "small vehicle + common type" to "small vehicle + radical type" was taken as an example, and the transition matrix of the vehicle group situation in some regions was shown as follows, where ( − ) (1 ≤ ≤ 12, 1 ≤ ≤ 12) represented the vehicle group situation transition matrix between dividing lines to : Similarly, for midsize vehicle and large vehicle, the transition matrix of the vehicle group situation in some regions also could be obtained according to the proposed method. Due to the limited space, these specific analyses are no longer demonstrated here. Based on the identification of the vehicle group situation which was constituted by the target vehicle and its neighboring vehicles when the target vehicle arrived at VTL2, VTL4, and VTL6, the vehicle group situation in the road network would be reconstructed according to the corresponding transition matrix of each region.
Discussion
Actual Driving Verification.
Partial experimental data of 20 drivers which was not used for the model calibration was selected to verify the model. 50 groups of data were selected to reconstruct the vehicle group situation. In other words, 50 transitions of vehicle group situation for each driver were reconstructed. The reconstruction results were compared with the realities of vehicle group situation. The calculation with a penetration rate of 20% was selected to illustrate reconstruction accuracy of the calculation method. The results of actual driving experiment were shown as in Table 1 .
It can be concluded from Table 1 that the average accuracy rate was 79.6% when the penetration rate was 20%. The average accuracy rate (abbreviated as accuracy rate hereinafter) was used to evaluate the accuracy. The accuracy rate with the penetration rate of 20%, 25%, 30%, 35%, and 40% was calculated. The accuracy rate with different penetration rates was shown in Figure 11 . It can be concluded from Figure 11 that the accuracy rate of the model was about 80% when the penetration rate was 20%. With the increase of the penetration rate, the accuracy rate increased continuously. The magnitude of the reconstructed accuracy rate was higher when the penetration rate increased from 20% to 30%. The increase in amplitude of accuracy rate was relatively small when the penetration rate exceeded 30%. Overall, the accuracy rate of vehicle group situation reconstructed method proposed in this paper was high, and the method was reasonable and feasible.
Virtual Driving Verification.
Parallel interactive driving simulation experiment on driving simulators was designed to validate the model as shown in Figure 12 .
The penetration rate of 20% was taken as an example, and the virtual driving experiment results were shown in Table 2 . 40 10 80%
Interactive parallel driving Interactive parallel driving With the same method, the accuracy of the corresponding method under different penetration rates was shown in Figure 13 .
As can be seen from Table 2 and Figure 13 , the vehicle group situation reconstruction results obtained through the proposed method in the virtual driving experiment had a high reliability. The accuracy of the method was about 79% when the penetration rate was 20%. The accuracy rate was above 80% when the penetration rate was 25%. And the accuracy rate would increase with the increase of the penetration rate.
Simulation Verification.
The driving situation of target vehicle was taken as an example, and the simulation results were shown in Figures 14 and 15 , where the actual value was the difference between the measured data of the front and rear vehicle (the target vehicle was the rear vehicle), and the simulated value was the difference between the rear vehicle (the target vehicle was the rear vehicle) simulation data which considered the time-varying law of vehicle group situation during simulation process and the front vehicle measured data.
The verification results showed that the microscopic simulation which considered time-varying law of vehicle group situation based on driver-vehicle feature evolution had good consistency with the actual situation, and it could accurately simulate the behavior of the driver.
The verification results of actual driving, virtual driving, and simulation showed that the proposed method was scientific and reasonable.
Conclusion
In this paper, the factors that affect the vehicle condition and the driving propensity during driving were comprehensively considered. And the three-lane scene was taken as an example, and the reverse reconstruction method of vehicle group situation in urban road network was proposed. Finally, the experiments of actual driving, virtual driving, and simulation were designed to verify the method. The results showed that the proposed method had a higher accuracy. The accuracy rate of the method reached 79% when the penetration rate of experimental vehicle was 20%, and the accuracy of the method would increase with the increase of penetration rate. Overall, the method was scientific and reasonable. It is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the method proposed in this paper was high even with the limited information of vehicles and drivers. The method also adapt to the situations when the data quantity was very large, the research area was large, and the data collection was difficult in the study area, and the time and cost could be saved to a certain extent.
